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Abstract. The unique temperature-dependent strain-optical and stress-optical behavior of poly(4-methyl-1-pentene) (P4MP)
is reported during uniaxial deformation in the rubbery state. For P4MP the birefringence is found to increase with an increase
in deformation temperature, which is opposite to the behavior of other polyolefins such as polypropylene and polyethylene.
Real-time stress-strain-birefringence measurements are supplemented with offline wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD)
and infrared (FTIR) measurements.
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1. Introduction

properties of the final part such as birefringence [3,
4]. Therefore understanding the mechano-optical response of P4MP can enable manufacturing of films
with improved properties as well as optimize the
processing conditions. In this paper we discuss the
unique mechano-optical behavior of thin P4MP
films observed during uniaxial deformation in the
rubbery state, and propose a deformation mechanism
based on those results. Real-time stress-strain-birefringence measurements are performed using an instrumented uniaxial mechano-optical stretching platform. These measurements are augmented with
offline wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) and
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).

Poly(4-methyl-1-pentene) (P4MP) has recently attracted renewed attention as a promising polymer for
high-temperature energy storage applications [1, 2].
Dielectric polymer films are commercially fabricated by either melt-processing or solution-processing
followed by polymer chain orientation through uniaxial or biaxial stretching. In our recent work [1] we
showed a 4-fold increase in the dielectric breakdown
strength of P4MP upon solution-processing and biaxially stretching thin P4MP films. When those solution-processed films were uniaxially stretched at
different temperatures, we observed a unique temperature-dependent strain-optical behavior which has
never been reported for P4MP. This behavior is very
interesting from a scientific viewpoint along with
some practical implications. For example, a major
commercial application of P4MP includes its use as
an optically clear, low-birefringence film for packaging solutions and optical lenses. Standard meltprocessing methods such as extrusion, injectionmolding and blow-molding generate considerable
polymer chain orientation which affects the optical

2. Experimental details
2.1. Materials
A commercial-grade P4MP (TPX™ MX002O) was
provided by Mitsui Chemicals. Cyclopentane was
purchased from Fisher Scientific Co. (99% pure,
AC111480025). The polymer was vacuum-dried
overnight at 60 °C before use and the solvent was
used as-received.
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Poisson ratios (ν13/ν12) is constant under isothermal
deformation, which allowed us to back-calculate the
real-time thickness (Dt). Details are provided elsewhere [7]. A visible wavelength light source was
used to measure the optical retardation (Γ) through
the polymer film. The in-plane birefringence (∆n12)
was calculated from Equation (4):

2.2. Sample preparation
Unoriented 20 µm thick P4MP films were prepared
by solution-casting on a roll-to-roll (R2R) platform
using Cyclopentane as a solvent on a PET substrate.
The method is described in detail elsewhere [1].
Dumbbell shaped specimens were punched out using
a die from the cast film for further characterization.

C
Dn12 = n1 - n2 = D
t

2.3. Characterization
Polymer specimens were uniaxially stretched in the
rubbery state at various temperatures at a stretch rate
of 10 mm/min. An instrumented real-time mechanooptical measurement platform was used to investigate the deformation behavior of P4MP thin films.
Details of the measurement technique are discussed
elsewhere [5, 6]. In brief, the specimen was clamped
to load cells in the uniaxial stretching machine and
enclosed within a thermal chamber. The stress-strain
curves were calculated from the measured force and
the true cross-sectional area of the deformed specimen by Equations (1)–(3):
F
vT = W D =
t t

F

W t2
W0

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices in the
stretch direction and transverse (width) direction, respectively.
Thermal characterization was performed using a TA
Instruments Q-200 differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). DSC was used to measure the glass transition
temperature (Tg), the melting point (Tm) and the heat
of fusion (∆Hf) of the polymer films. Before the
measurements, temperature calibration was performed using an Indium standard (Tm = 156.6 °C).
Tg was defined as the inflection point in the change
of the heat capacity associated with the glass transition. The melting point (Tm) was defined as the peak
of the melting endotherm. Mass fraction crystallinity
of the polymer (ϕm) was calculated from the ratio of
∆Hf/∆H0, where ∆Hf was the area under the DSC
melting endotherm and ∆H0 is the enthalpy of fusion
for a 100% crystalline polymer, which is reported to
be 61.85 J/g for P4MP with a tetragonal crystal
structure [8].
The polymer crystal structure was characterized with
wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) using a Bruker AXS D8 Goniometer with a CuKα radiation (λ =
0.1542 nm). WAXD diffractograms were used to
measure any changes in the crystal structure upon
stretching, and also to calculate the Hermans orientation function of polymer chains in the crystalline
regions (fc) using the Equation (5):

(1)

D0
2

L -L
W
f T = t L 0 = U W0 Z - 1
0
t

(2)

2

L
W
f H = ln U L t Z = ln U W0 Z = ln R1 + f T W
0

t

(4)

(3)

where F, σT, εT, and εH are the force, true stress, true
strain and Hencky strain, respectively. D, W and L
are the thickness, width and length, respectively. The
subscript ‘0’ indicates initial values whereas subscript ‘t’ indicates real-time values. Equations (1)–(3)
were determined by measuring the real-time width
(Wt) of the specimen and assuming incompressibility
(Lt/L0 = (W0D0)/(WtDt)) and transverse isotropy
(Wt/W0 = Dt/D0). These assumptions have been
checked in an earlier publication on polypropylene
(PP) and error committed was found to be within 4%
of actual [6]. However, these assumptions were violated for P4MP thin films [7]. The Poisson ratios (ν13
and ν12, where 1, 2, 3 refer to the directions of
stretch/length, width and thickness, respectively)
were calculated to be not only less than 0.5 (implying a compressible system) but also different from
each other. The stress-strain curves for P4MP thin
films were calculated by assuming that the ratio of

1
fc,z = 2 "3 cos2 |c,z - 1%

(5)

2
where cos |c,z represents the mean-square cosine
(average over all crystallites) of the angle χ between
a given crystal axis and the reference z-axis (machine
stretch direction in the present case). For P4MP
cos2 |c,z was calculated using the Equation (6) [9]:

cos2 | c, z = 1 - 2 cos2 |200,z
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cos2 | hkl,z was calculated by measuring the intensity diffracted by the (hkl) planes and using the following Equation (7):
cos2 | hkl,z =

#0 r/2 IR|W sin | cos2 |
#0 r/2 IR|W sin |

(7)

The stretched polymer films were also characterized
by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 380 spectrometer.
The absorption spectra were measured from 525–
4500 cm–1 using 64 scans with a resolution of
4 cm–1.

3. Results and discussion
The physical and thermal properties of P4MP are
summarized in Table 1, and the DSC endotherm is
shown in Figure 1. Uniaxial stretching of P4MP
film was conducted at series of temperatures below
the melting point 22, 50, 100 and 150 °C with a constant stretch rate of 10 mm/min. These temperatures
are indicated by vertical dotted lines in Figure 1,
Table 1. Physical and thermal properties of P4MP.
Polymer
P4MP

ρb
Mva
[kDa] [g/cm3]
115

0.834

Tgc
[°C]
26

Tm,onsetc
[°C]
160

Tmc
[°C]
226

ϕmc
[%]
18

aM

v: viscosity-average molecular weight; calculated from [η] =
K·Mvα where K = 1.94·10–5 and α = 0.81 [10]. [η] was measured
in decalin at 135 °C.
bρ = density; from as-received polymer pellets.
cT = glass-transition; T
g
m,onset = onset of melting; Tm = melting peak;
ϕm = crystallinity; from DSC on unstretched films, heat cycle at
10 °C/min.

Figure 1. DSC endotherm for P4MP obtained from solutioncast unstretched film. The symbols indicate the
following: Tg – glass transition, Tm,onset – onset of
melting, Tm – melting point, and ϕm – mass-fraction crystallinity of the polymer. Right inset shows
the chemical structure of P4MP. Left inset shows
glass transition at 26 °C. Dotted colored lines indicate the temperatures of deformation.
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and matched those used for preparing biaxially
stretched films for dielectric capacitors in our previous work [1].
The mechanical response for stretched P4MP films
is shown by the true stress-true (Hencky) strain curves
in Figure 2a. At 100 and 150 °C, a Hencky strain of
1.55 was imposed without rupturing the sample. At
22 and 50 °C, rupturing occurred near the clamps at
Hencky strains of 0.86 and 1.24, respectively. An elastic response at lower strains and strain-hardening at
higher strains was observed at all deformation temperatures. The elastic modulus and tensile strength
naturally decreased upon increasing the deformation
temperature, however the decrease was higher on increasing the temperature from 22 to 50 °C passing
through Tg. Interestingly, no necking was observed
visually while stretching P4MP films and the signature for necking in the stress-strain curve (i.e. a yield
point followed by plastic flow indicated by a plateau
in stress) is also absent in Figure 2a. This is an unusual
observation from a semi-crystalline polyolefin. The
mechanical response is similar to amorphous polymers such as polystyrene and poly(methyl methacrylate) when stretched above their respective Tg [11, 12].
Clearly, the stretching behavior of P4MP is dominated by the amorphous regions below and above the
Tg, which is not surprising considering that the crystallinity in P4MP films is only 18%.
The optical behavior of P4MP films is shown in Figure 2b and Figure 2c where in-plane birefringence is
plotted as a function of Hencky strain and true stress,
respectively. The intrinsic birefringence (∆n0 =
n0|| – n0 where n0|| and n0 are the refractive indices
┴
┴
along and perpendicular to the chain backbone, respectively) of isotactic P4MP is ~0.0075 and positive for crystal modification I with a tetragonal crystal structure [13]. Before deformation, the P4MP films
are unoriented as they exhibit zero birefringence.
Upon deformation the birefringence increases with
strain and remains positive indicating that the overall
polymer chain orientation increases in the stretch/
machine direction (MD). While an increase in birefringence in the MD is expected, what is very surprising is that the birefringence is higher at a higher
deformation temperature at iso-strain and iso-strain
rate conditions. Such a result is counter-intuitive
since polymer chains undergo faster relaxation at
higher temperatures and are, therefore, expected to
exhibit lower orientation in MD. In fact many semicrystalline and amorphous polymers such as low
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it is interesting to note that the Poisson ratio for
P4MP is lower at lower deformation temperatures
[7] i.e. the increase in free volume of the sample is
higher at lower deformation temperatures. An increase in the free volume or intermolecular spacing
is expected to provide a positive contribution to the
overall birefringence [21], which should further increase the birefringence at lower deformation temperatures contrary to the results in Figure 2b and Figure 2c. This raises an interesting question about the
physical origins of such thermally inverted strainoptical behavior in P4MP films.
The average polymer chain orientation, with birefringence as its measure, involves orientation contributions from both the crystalline and amorphous
chain segments. The crystalline orientation function
(fc) at each deformation temperature was calculated
by performing offline WAXD measurements on the
stretched samples and using Equations (5)–(7). The
wide-angle diffractogram for P4MP films before and
after stretching are shown in Figure 3. P4MP film
has a tetragonal crystal structure with crystal modification II [1]. Furthermore, uniform intensity rings
at all Bragg diffraction angles before deformation
(εH = 0) indicates that the average crystal orientation
is isotropic, which supports our result of a zero birefringence before deformation.
The wide-angle diffractograms of stretched polymer
films show sharp diffraction peaks at all Bragg angles indicating that the crystalline structure in the
stretched films exhibits orientation. The azimuthal
spread of the diffraction peaks decreases with an increase in average polymer orientation (birefringence). It is interesting to note from Figure 3 that the
crystal modification II in P4MP films before stretching transforms to a more stable crystal modification I
after stretching. Also, the wide-angle diffractograms
of P4MP display considerable equatorial scattering
from the (212) plane [22] which increases with an
increase in the polymer chain orientation. No such
scattering is observed in P4MP films before deformation. This result indicates that the crystal structure
becomes less perfect and disordered upon stretching
even though it is thermodynamically more stable.
The crystalline orientation function (fc) after deformation follows the same temperature-dependence as
birefringence, i.e. fc is higher at higher deformation
temperatures. The WAXD results suggest that it is
easier to orient the crystallites in the direction of deformation at higher temperatures up to at least 150 °C.

density polyethylene, high density polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene, poly(methyl methacrylate),
thermoplastic polyimide etc. [11, 12, 14–20] exhibit
a decrease in birefringence with an increase in temperature when deformed above the glass-transition.
The percent crystallinity of the stretched films varied
between 21–24%, but its dependence on the deformation temperature was not observed, hence the effect of crystallinity on the difference in birefringence
of deformed films could be neglected. Additionally,

Figure 2. Deformation behavior of P4MP thin films during
uniaxial stretching at 10 mm/min at different temperatures: (a) Ttue stress-true (Hencky) strain
curves, (b) strain-optic curves, and (c) stress-optic
curves.
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Figure 3. Wide-angle X-ray diffractograms along with the crystalline orientation function (fc) for P4MP thin films before
and after stretching at different deformation temperatures. Note the change in crystal structure of P4MP upon deformation from modification II to modification I.

In conjunction, birefringence results suggest that
even the amorphous chain segments exhibit higher
orientation at higher temperatures. The amorphous
segments exhibit higher mobility at higher temperatures not only in the bulk phase but also on the crystal surface [23] within the crystal-amorphous transition zone. It is quite plausible that the amorphous
segments orient first upon application of a force.
Since these amorphous segments connect several
crystallites within a network, their orientation eventually causes orientation of the crystals in the MD.
Even though the amorphous segments possess higher mobility at higher temperatures, their relaxation
is restricted due to confinement between several
crystallites. The orientation of the crystallites then
has an auto-catalytic effect of further orienting and
aligning the amorphous chains in MD and so on. It
is interesting to note that Richardson and Ward [24]
while studying the solid-state extrusion of P4MP
found that a temperature of 150 °C was most effective in obtaining a high tensile modulus of 2.6 GPa,
which is consistent with our results of obtaining the
maximum chain orientation at that temperature.
Infrared spectroscopy on P4MP cast and stretched
P4MP films is compared in Figure 4 from 3100–
2700 cm–1. Peaks 1 and 2 at 2952 and 2922 cm–1
correspond to C–H asymmetric stretching in CH3
and CH2 groups, respectively, located in the sidechain [25]. Peaks 3 and 4 at 2867 and 2848 cm–1 correspond to C–H symmetric stretching in CH3 and
CH2 side-groups, respectively. All the four peaks
broadened upon stretching and their width increased
upon increasing the temperature as well as the extent
of deformation. This signifies some change in the environment of the side groups after stretching towards
822

a broader distribution of vibrational energy levels. It
is hard to precisely say at this point exactly what this
change could mean especially because the relaxation
of the side group in P4MP occurs around –139 °C
[1]. A molecular extension of the backbone chain
during uniaxial stretching of P4MP has been suggested before [26, 27] and it is quite possible that our
observations from the FTIR measurements are a result of such a molecular extension. More precise
measurements such as polarized FTIR and Raman
spectroscopy will help in providing further insights

Figure 4. FTIR absorption spectra for solution-cast and uniaxially stretched P4MP thin films. Peaks 1 and 2
correspond to C–H asymmetric stretching in CH3
and CH2 groups, respectively, located in the sidechain. Peaks 3 and 4 correspond to C–H symmetric
stretching in CH3 and CH2 groups, respectively.
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into the structural rearrangement in P4MP films in
the future.
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Real-time stress-strain-birefringence measurements
reveal the thermally-inverted stress-optic and strainoptic behavior of P4MP thin films in the rubbery
state. Unlike other semi-crystalline polyolefins,
P4MP displays an increase in birefringence with an
increase in temperature. WAXD results for the crystal orientation also show an increase in the Hermans
orientation index with temperature which is consistent with birefringence measurements. These results
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of such thermally-inverted stress-optic and strainoptic behavior at this point, more precise measurements such as polarized FTIR and Raman spectroscopy would be helpful in providing insights in
the future.
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